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Inkwell

The Award-Winning Voice of Armstrong Atlantic State University

Week of August 24, 2005

CUB's welcome week

Jessica Martinez
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Armstrong Atlantic State University
support services, financial aid
Calendar of Events
land academic advisement. Greg

August
NPC Sorority Open House-University Dining Room
12:00 p.m.- 1:00p.m.
Hudson Math & CS Colloquium-University Hall RM 158
12:00p.m. - 1:30p.m.
Computers for Beginners Workshop-Science Bldg Room 134
12:00p.m. -1:30 p.m.
Anime Club-Science Center RM 1503B
7:30p.m. - 10:00 p.m.
GALILEO Update
25
12:15p.m. -1:00p.m.
Ron and Cheryl Brendyl, guest voice recital-Fine Arts Auditorium
2:30p.m. - 4:00p.m.
AASU Soccer at West Georgia-Carrollton, Ga.
5:00p.m. -7:00p.m.
Anime Club Meeting-Science Center RM 1503B
7:30p.m. -10:00p.m.
Sigma Sigma Sigma Sorority Recruitment-University Hall RM 122
7:30p.m.- 8:30p.m.
Alpha Sigma Tau Sorority Recruitment -University Hall RM 131
8:30p.m.- 9:30p.m.
26 AASU Volleyball at St. Mary's (Tex.) Invitational - San Antonio, Texas
Ease Orientation - Student Affairs at 927-5271
12:00p.m.-1:30p.m.
College Republicans Meeting -University Hall RM 157
i2:oop.m.-i:oop.m.
Alpha Sigma Tau Sorority Recruitment -University Hall RM 131
7:oop.m.-8:OOp.m.
Sigma Sigma Sigma Sorority Recruitment -University Hall RM 122
8:oop.m.-9:oop.m.
27 AASU Volleyball at St. Mary's (Tex.) Invitational - San Antonio, Texas
NET - Solms Hall Rm 104 Computer Lab
9:Ooa.m.-i2:oop.m.
NPC Sorority Bid Acceptance- Compass Point Clubhouse.
i2:oop.m.-2:oop.m.
AASU Soccer vs. Christian Brothers (@ Carrollton)
i:oop.m.-3:oop.m.
29 Survivor! - Compass Point Annex AA-2 (upstairs above clinic!)
i2:oop.m.-i:oop.m
Wesley Fellowship Luncheon - University Hall RM 157
i2:oop.m.-i:20p.m.
Student Government Association Meeting - University Hall RM 1581
2:oop.m.-i:2C>p.m.
ACM (Association for Computing Machinery) Meeting - Science Center RM
1503B1
2:oop.m.-i:oop.m.
Researching with Wilson's Omnifile University Hall RM 112-Computer Labi2:
i5p.m.-i:oop.m.
NET - Solms Hall Rm 104 Computer Lab
5:30p.m.-8:30p.m.
Academic
Council - University Hall RM 157
30
2:30p.m.-4:oop.m.
AASU Soccer at Presbyterian - Clinton, S.C.
7:00p.m.-9:00p.m.
AASU Volleyball vs. Flagler - Aquatics & Recreation Center
7:oop.m.-9:oop.m.
31 CUB presents Mike Sullivan in concert - Shearouse Plaza
7:oop.m.-9:oop.m.
Microsoft PowerPoint Workshop - Science Bldg 134
I2:00p.m.-i:30p.m.
Hudson Math & CS Colloquium - University Hall RM 1581
2:oop.m.-i:30p.m.
JStor's Online Collection of Scholarly Journals Solms Hall Rm 104
Computer Lab
i2:i5p.m.-i:oop.m.
NET - Solms Hall Rm 104 Computer Lab
5:30p.m.-8:30p.m.
Anime Club - Science Center RM 1503B
7:30p.m.-io:oop.m.
24

Anderson and Mary Ann Brock
are among AASU staff that support
those enrolled in College Now.
Anderson, the director of
the program, takes care in helping
students with the application
process and financial aid. During
an interview with Brock, she stated
that students attend this program
because they want to come back to
school but are anxious and nervous,
and this program covers everything
a returning student needs to know.
Amanda Strickler, a former student
of the College Now Program, said
that she had been out of school for
five years. She attended the program
because she saw anadvertisement in

welcome week...
continued from page l
The 15th annual AASU Beach
Bash was held at the pavilion on
Tybee Island from 3:00 - 7:00
pm on Fri., Aug. 19.
Students
enjoyed free food, games and
entertainment. Eric Hutchinson
played acoustic guitar, and tudents
enjoyed an afternoon of volleyball
and flag football. The first 200
students present received AASU
Beach Bash t-shirts. The Beach
Bash marked the end of a very
successful Welcome Week for
CUB.
CUB is composed of the executive
officers and senators of the Student
Government Association (SGA)
as well as other members of the
student body. According to CUB's
website, committees are formed
to "provide a planned program of
Social, Educational, Recreational
and Cultural Activities for the
University Community." Events

acatalogue and believed thatit would
be great for her. She confirmed
Brock's earlier statement that the
program covered "everything". The
program even helped with talking
about the course load. In addition
to the experience of the program,
Amanda still remains in contact
with one of her mentors, Brock. She
is also currently an Honors student
at AASU and will be graduating in
May.
College Now classes are held every
Tues., Sept. 6 -27, from 6-8:30
p.m., and the fee for the course
is $49. For more information on
First Step, call the Department
of Professional and Continuing
Education at 912.927.5322. To
enroll contact Armstrong Atlantic
State University at the University
Relations office at:

are
sponsored
by
utilizing
student activity fees, and CUB
has an exciting series of concerts,
speakers,
comedians,
movies
and celebrations lined up for the
remainder of fall semester. Mike
Sullivan is scheduled to play in
concert at Shearhouse Plaza at
noon on Wednesday, August
31, 2005. Reasons for Leaving
will be playing at Compass
Point Courtyard at 7:30 pm on
September 8, 2005; and, Speaker
Jonathan Sprinkles is scheduled to
talk about leadership in University
Hall room 156 at 4:00 pm on
September 13, 2005. This year's
Celebrate AASU Day will be in the
quad from 11:50 am to 6:00 pm on
October 12, 2005. Visit CUB online
to check out more upcoming events
at http://www.sa.armstrong.edu/
cub/index.html.

August/September CUB
Events...
Aug 31 Mike Sullivan in concert

Noon Shearouse Plaza

Sept 8 Reasons for Leaving in concert
7:30pm Compass Point
Sept 13 Leadership Speaker
Jonathan Sprinkles
4pm UH 156

3

Campus News

AASU computer science professor publishes book
courtesy of University Relations

Mark Burge, associate pro
fessor of computer science at
Armstrong Atlantic State Uni
versity, wrote a book, Digitale
Bildverarbeitung: Eine Einfuehrung mit Java und ImageJ
(Digital Image Processing: An
Introduction with Java and
ImageJ ) with co-author, Wilhelm Burger, director of School
of Digital Media at the Hagenberg Technical University in
Austria. Springer Verlag, the

largest publisher in
Europe, published
the 550-page book in
May 2005. It is writ
ten in German and is
currently being trans
lated into English and
French.
Burge was recently
appointed to serve
a two-year term as
program director by
the National Science
Foundation (NSF)

in
Washington, the Best and Brightest Young
DC. Since joining Georgians in Georgia Trend's
Armstrong Atlan "40 under 40" issue. He earned
tic, he has been his doctorate at Johannes Ke
instrumental in the pler University in Austria,
acquisition of two where he worked as a research
major grants from scientist for the Austrian Sci
the National Sci ence Foundation. He has also
ence Foundation worked at the Swiss Federal
and an innovation Institute of Technology in
grant from the Zurich, Switzerland, and Ohio
IBM Scholars Pro State University's NASA Com
gram. In 2003, he mercial Space Center.
was named one of

2005 FALL SEMESTER
COUNSELING GROUP
NON-TRADITIONAL STUDENT
WOMEN'S GROUP
This group will consist of female stu
dents ages 25 and up. The group will
provide support and helpful feedback to
the non-traditional student trying to
balance her multiple roles and d emands.
Non-traditional students, may have feel
ings of isolation from their classmates,
difficulty adjusting to university life,
feelings of uncertainty with starting over
e.g. financial strain, family and friends'
reactions to their pursuing education id

All Shifts

JUL JLfCi m U11"

Dining Hall

and career goals.

Meeting dates:
September 19 (Monday). September 28
( Wednesday), October 26th
(Wednesday), October 21st (Monday).,

and November 21 at (Monday).
The time will be 12 pin -1:15 pm.
Light refreshments will be served.
If you aie interested in attending Lhc
group, please contact the Counseling and
Volunteer Services Office at 912-9275374 from 9:00 am 5; 00 pm Monday
through Friday; The C- V . S, Office is
located in Lhc Cumpa sn Point Annex next
door to the AASL Health Clinic and
below Career Services. Sen-ices are
FREE aud Confidential. You m ust
schedule a b rief appointment to meet
with Lhc group leader, Ms. Jul)anna Wil
liams, LPC. prior to your first group
meeting,

Daily Perk
We Proudly Brew
STARBl X'KS COFFEE

lease bring school schedule
:
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Women's soccer
meets media; picked
6th In PBC
Chad Jackson
Special to The Inkwell

Head coach Eric
Faulconer
and
the
inaugural
Armstrong
Atlantic State University
women's soccer squad
met the Savannah media
on Thurs. afternoon, the
day before their first
scrimmage of the season.
Faulconer's club also
learned that they have
been picked to finish
sixth in the Peach Belt

Conference this season,
according to a poll of the
league's coaches.
AASU garnered 25 points
in the poll, ahead of
C&SU, N orth Georgia and
USC A iken. USC Upstate,
who finished
second a
year ago, has been picked
to finish first by just on
point over Clayton State.
Columbus State was picked
third, followed by UNC:
Pembroke and Lander.

Cowper falls in world
university games
Chad Jackson
Special to The Inkwell

Armstrong Atlantic State
University senior Luisa
Cowper suffered
defeat
at the hands of ranked
players in the 2005 World
University Games, ending
her competition at the

Luisa Cowper

festival.
After defeating Victoria
Lytovchenk, 6-3, 6-1,
in the first round of the
singles
draw, Cowper
fell to No. 4-seeded ChinWei Chan of
Chinese
Tapei, 6-0, 6-3, who is
currently ranked No. 236
in the world in singles.
Cowper
and
t e a m m a t e
Frances Hendiy
opened doubles
action
as well,
but fell to the
Slovakian
duo
of
Stanislava
H r o z e n s k a
and
Katerina
Basternakova, 6-1,
6-3. Hrozenska is
ranked No.
256
in the world in
singles.
The No. 3-ranked
player in Division
II, Cowper earned
ITA All-America
honors in singles
and doubles for
the second straight
year in 2004.

AASU 2005 Volleyball Schedule
Aug. 26-27 at 2005 St. Mary's (San Antonio, Texas)
Aug. 26 vs. Western State -12:30 p.m.
vs. Harding - 5:30 P»m*
Aug. 27 vs. Ashland -10:00 a.m.
at St. Mary's (Texas) - 3:00 P-1*1Aug. 30 vs. Flagler - 7:00 p.m.
Sept. 1-3 at 2005 Lewis U. Flyer Invitational (Romeoville, III.)
Sept. 1 vs. Winona State - 7:00 p.m.
Sept. 2 vs. Saginaw Valley State - 3:00 p.m.
vs. Wisconsin-Parkside 5:00 p.m.
Sept. 3 at Lewis - 1:00 p.m.
Sept. 9-10 2005 AASU/Chatham Orthopaedic Volleyball Classic
Sept. 9 vs. Catawba - 1:00 p.m.
vs. Florida Southern - 7:00 p.m.
Sept. 10 vs. Lenoir-Rhyne -1:00 p.m.
vs. Puerto Rico-Rio Pedras - 7:00 p.m.
Sept. 13 at Valdosta State - 6:00 p.m.
Sept. 17-18 2005 AASU Volleyball Clash
Sept. 17 vs. West Virginia Wesleyan -11:00 a.m.
vs. Tampa - 7:00 p.m.
Sept. 18 vs. West Georgia - 2too p.m.
Sept. 23 vs.Francis Marion - 7:00 p.m.
Sept. 24 vs. UNC Pembroke - 4:00 p.m.
Sept. 30 vs. USC Aiken - 7:00 p.m.
Oct. 1

vs.Augusta State - 4:00 p.m.

Oct. 7 at Lander - 7:00 p.m.
Oct. 8 at USC Upstate - 3:00 p.m.
Oct. 14 at Barry - 7:00 p.m.
Oct. 15 at Florida Tech (@ Brevard CC) - 7:00 p.m.
Oct. 17 at Tampa - 7:00 p.m.
Oct. 21 at Francis Marion - 7:00 p.m.
Oct. 22 at UNC Pembroke - 3:00 p.m.
Oct. 25 at Florida Southern - 7:00 p.m.
Oct. 28 at Augusta State -7:00 p.m.
Oct. 29 at USC Aiken - 2:00 p.m.
Nov. 4 vs. USC Upstate -6:00 p.m.
Nov. 5 vs. Lander - 4:00 p.m.
Nov. 11-12 2005 Peach Belt Conference Championships (Augusta, Ga.)
Nov. 17-19 at NCAA Division II South Regional (Site TBA)
Dec. 1-3 at NCAA DII Elite Eight (Site TBA)

Sports
AASU, scores twice each half;
downs Brewton-Parker, 4-1
second goal
in the 70th minute
off of a feed from Nyisha Nelson for
the final tally.
The Pirates travel to Jacksonville,
scrimmage
Aubrie Roberts scored twice and Fla., for another
Donna Cheyne added a goal and against Division I foe North Florida
on Sunday
at 1:00 p.m.
an assist as the Armstrong
Atlantic State University
women's
soccer
squad
defeated
BrewtonParker, 4-1, in a scrimmage
at the AASU Soccer
Field
on Fri., Aug. 19.
The two
teams played
two 40-minute halves after
thunderstorms
postponed
the start of the game by 30
minutes. The Pirates and the
Barons were scoreless until
Cheyne's
goal, assisted by
Claire McCombe, in the 35m
minute of
the first half
put AASU on the scoreboard
for the first
time in school
history.
Cheyne
then fed Roberts
on a corner kick four minutes
later, and
Roberts buried
it in the back of the net for a
2-0 lead at the half. Shana
Neves put AASU up , 3-0, in
the 45th
minute, but
the Barons responded with a
goal by Hailey
Seats just.
30 seconds later. Roberts added a Aubrie Roberts

3iad Jackson
Special to The Inkwell

Burkhamer adds three
transfers, completes 200506 re
Chad Jackson
Special to The Inkwell

Head coach Jeff Burkhamer
has added three transfers
to the 2005-06 Armstrong
Atlantic State University
men's basketball
squad,
finalizing his recruiting for
the upcoming season.
Junior
guard
David
Lopez (Phoenix College),
sophomore guard William
Kane (Queens Univ.) and
freshman guard Jesse Eddy
(Coastal Carolina) will all
join the Pirates' backcourt
in 2005-06.
Lopez is a 6-3, 2 00 -pound
guard from Tucson, Ariz.,
who averaged 24
points
a game over his last eight
contests for Phoenix College,
which included a 28-point
night in an upset over No. David Lopez
l-ranked Arizona Western.
The
Kane averaged 5.4 assists per
game as a freshman at Queens
Pirates open the 2005-06 season
University in Charlotte, while on Nov. 16 at Kane's former
Eddy redshirted his freshman school, Queens University, in a 7:
year at Coastal Carolina after an 30 p.m. matchup in Charlotte,
oustanding high school career at N.C.
nearby Hilton Head HS.

We're Hiring

O

Do you love to write? Do you
want tn frpt paid? Get paid to

The Inkwell is, currently
hiring writers and a
SporfcsEditor.
Contact the Inkwell for
more information at
inkwell@mail.armstrong.edu

•2
-' " ^ARMSTRONG HEALTH CLINIC.v .
(AT COMPASS POINT)

X1

Open Monday-Friday 900am toSOOpm by appointment some space
MkyH fifor vsalk-m available V

•fc?) 56/-S726-JMP
All AAS^stvden te welcome!!!!!!!
For a $15 fee peryisit (may include medication or labs i7 necessary)]
ipep/pelvic exams are ,available for, additional charge
Sprite? services include:
•STDJestint
:;
V
.J^S
-Cold/flu treatment^
m
; ««
IMjftCC injuries!
^Gen^alph)idc:als (student programs)
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AASU soccer falls At UNF,
5-0, on Sunday

Chad Jackson
Special to The Inkwell

The inagural rmstrong Atlantic
State women's soccer team
finished their preseason schedule
by dropping a 5-0 scrimmage to
the University-of North Florida on
Sunday afternoon.
On a hot afternoon in
Jacksonville, the Pirates got off
the first two shots of t he contest,
including one by freshman Lyndsi
Stridden that hit
the crossbar,
but the heat and larger Osprey

squad wore down the
Pirates
in the first half, scoring twicebefore
intermission.
UNF then stretched the
advantage to 5-0 with three
second-half goals off of a fre e kick,
a
corner kick and a breakaway
as time expired. Last year, UNF
was the
Peach Belt Conference
tournament champions and were
ranked No. 2 4 at the end
of
the 2005 season. This year they
transition to Division I.

Arts and Entertainment
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An interview with miguelito
John Stockel
>taff writer

While preparing to write my re
view for his gallery, I had a chance
to sit down and chat with miguelito
for a few minutes. We didn't get too
deep intoan interview; we just stood
around and chatted. That told me a
lot about his art. He cares about
personality and letting people in,
and that's just what his art does.
When viewing miguelito's gal
lery, it becomes very apparent that
he speaks Spanish. Well, at least
that's what I thought. When I had
a chance to ask him about it, he told
me about a four week trip he took to
Guatemala to study. It turns out that
his knowledge of the language, as
well as the name miguelito (mean
ing little Michael), came just from
those four weeks. It baffled me
that something so significant could
come from such a short period of
time. But for miguelito those four
weeks were an inspiration, and he
built on it.
Miguelito really tries to build on
contrasts; a circle that is a square,
natural fibers and materials com
bined with man made media and
modern design techniques are all
present in his sculptural work. His
goal was to have every person who
views his work walk away with
something different. He wants
people to feel an uncomfortable
urge to touch his pieces, and even
joked about how he would make
them taste-able if he could. It is im
portant that he breaks down taboos
on art, and by doing so he believes
that he can break down pre-formed

ideas that we have about other hu
man beings.
Much of miguelito's pieces are
very worked; scratched into or torn
apart for example. He explained to
me that the wood that was torn apart
and splintered came from a bronzing
shop he worked in. When the high
powered hoses hit the wood, it would
splinter and take on a completely
new texture. This is another part
of miguelito's artistic mission. He
wants to give people a view inside
his art, as well as himself. Many of
his sculptures have openings where
viewers can look in or put their hand
in and feel a new texture. Interior
spaces are extremely important to
• miguelito. He explained to me that
this was inspired by artist Henry
Moore. When miguelito viewed
Moore's sculptures of solid humans
completely free of interior space, he
was inspired to show people that
the inside does count. "Don't judge
a book by its cover" is a phrase
that comes to mind when viewing
miguelito's work.
I talked to miguelito about his ap
proach to art. He smiled and told me
about his struggle just to work. He
had to work a "real" job to afford
his passion, he had to move studios
twice in the past eight months, he
had to borrow studio space and tools
from friends and other artists, and
he had to teach himself much of
the techniques used in his art. All
of this from little Michael, a soft
spoken man not even heavy enough
to operate the high pressured hoses
he previously mentioned, miguelito
is an artist driven to expand peoples
horizons, and that's just what he
does.

"Siete piernas" photographed by John Stockel

Seein inside

John Stockel
Staff writer

As hu
man beings
we have been
trained to re
act to works
of fine art with
our eyes. But,
what if we de
cided to break
down
the
taboos placed
on viewing
art? What if
we touched,
tasted
or
smelled the
work? What if
we treated the
art as another
human being
we were meet
ing for the first
time instead
of an inani
mate object?
Would
we
discover what
lies beneath "primero de diez" photographed by John Stockel
the skin of the
art? Would we
discover that art has a personal but use more then just their eyes.
To view these sculptures is more
ity? These are the questions that
fine artist miguelito, Spanish for than just viewing fine art, it's almost
"little Michael", had in mind when as if you are meeting new people and
putting together his gallery, "Grupo getting to see their true person
alities. miguelito's work has a thick
de Cinco y Mas".
"Grupo de Cinco y Mas", or group skin, but every piece gives you an in
of five and more, is made up of the side view, literally and figuratively,
artists' ab-stract sculptural works of what is really going on. Many of
from the past 3 years. The majority his pieces have cut-aways or open
of the pieces in the gallery can be ends to view the inside of the piece.
viewed from all sides and angles, Pieces with beautiful and smooth
and it is encouraged that viewers finished outsides have rough, black,
do so. A few of these pieces have oxidized insides and pieces with a
been constructed with their own scratchy, rusty outer finished have
stands built into the sculpture, the the purest and most beautiful of all
rest sit upon hand made pedestals inner personalities, gold, miguelito
hand made to look like old wooden pushes the personification in hisart
crates. The collection does include even further by using contrasting
three wall mounted works, but even artistic styles in his work. He uses
viewing these pieces is left up their rough, natural woods and animal
imagination, miguelito's sculptures skins in conjunction with ultra
range in size from around one foot modern forms in steel and bronze.
by six inches by six inches on the This technique creates the idea that
small end of the spectrum all the art, like people, is made up of a lot
way up to six feet by three feet by of different ideas and traits. Looks
can be deceiving, it's important to
three feet on the large end.
Where miguelito begins to break see what lies beneath a beautiful
down the idea of taking in art us- skin, in people as well as in art.,
ing only one sense is in his mateWhen human beings make, or are
rial choice. Steele, bronze, iron, inspired into, the decision to apgold, shredded wood, rawhide, and proach art with more then just the
leather are all used, in combination, eyes, what happens? Do we see that
in almost every piece, miguelito art and people have more in comdoes not stop at using contrasting mon then we could ever imagine,
media however, he digs into the miguelito invites us all do answei
pieces, scratches deep grooves, these questions for ourselves in
applies various chemical patinas, his exhibition, "Grupo de Cinco y
hand stitches his hand worked Mas". The exhibition is on display
leather, and finally puts together currently in the Armstrong fine arts
his sculptures in such a combina- gallery and runs through Sept. first,
tion of techniques and media that The Armstrong Fine Arts gallery is
the viewer of his art can not help open weekdays, 9 a.m. to 3 p-m-

Arts and Entertainment
Oakley Julian

At the movies

Bottom line: It's all about revenge,
guns and brotherly love.

Staff Writer

Four Brothers
Starring: Mark Wahlberg, Tyrese
Gibson, Andre Benjamin and Gar
rett Hedlund
Director: John Singleton
Rated:
R

Writer/director John Singleton
is known for producing racially
charged dramas, such as Boyz n
the Hood (1991) and Higher Learn
ing (1995). But in his latest release,
Four Brothers, he seems to tone
down (but not eliminate) his out
right confrontation of interracial
relationships and even takes some
time out to have a little fun.
When a woman is gunned down
in what looks like a robbery gone
bad, her four adopted sons, who
were raised as brothers, reunite for
their mother's funeral. When word
reaches them that her murder was
not ran dom, they start looking for
retribution.
Walhberg, Gibson, Benjamin and
Hedlund have great chemistry and
are actually believable as blood rela
tives. But that's about the only thing
making Four Brothers stand out. It
is definitely a formulaic, shoot 'em
up, popcorn crowd pleaser that also
manages to offer up a few laughs.

Oldie but goodie
Animal House
Starring: John Belushi, Tim Matheson, Peter Riegert, Tom Hulce and
Stephen Furst
Director: John Landis
Rated: R
Released: 1978

The Delta House fraternity at the
fictitious Faber College is the home
to the slackers, rebels and hardcore
partiers, and Dean Wormer has
decided that they've all got to go.
Enlisting the help of a rival frater
nity, Wormer hopes to reject Delta's
charter and thus, kicking them off
campus. But Delta refuses to go
without a fight!
This timeless comedy delivers the
whole package—unforgettable char
acters, memorable lines and laughout-loud scenes. Without a doubt,
Animal House is the fundamental
college flick. Despite being made
almost thirty years ago, it still has a
major impact on the contemporary
youth movie genre.
See the origins of the modern day
Toga Party. Sing alongwith the most
popular rendition of "Shout." Watch
Kevin Bacon in his debut role. Find
out the meaning of "Double Secret
Probation." Witness the spoof that
started it all.

Artistic progression in Savnnah
John Stockel

Staff writer

Savannah has always been a hub
for pr ogressive fine art. Painters,
graphic designers, fashion aficio
nados and all other forms of media
experts have pushed the limits of
America's comfort zone.
On Aug. 27, 2005 at The
Jinx, the remainder of
Savannah's comfort zone
will be shattered.
Prick Maga
zine, famous for
providing free
literature about
tattooing and
piercing, pres
ents the Prick
Magazine
Party, a night spe
cifically put together
to present local
and national

tattooists as professional fine artists,
as opposed to destroyers of flesh. The
Prick party does not stop at display
ing skin art; Prick Magazine will
be presenting awards for the most
beautiful tattoos and talented artists.
The night also features the thrashing
metal stylings of Artimis Pyledriver,
The Hungwellz, and
Oualone.
On Sat., Aug. 27,
2005 Savannah's
progressive art scene
takes one giant step
forward. The party
begins at 10 p.m.
at The Jinx, Savan
nah's premier music
venue.
The Jinx is located
at 127 West Congress
Street in Downtown Sa
vannah. Cover to be
announced; 18 and
older welcome.

Hand me my nose ring!
We're going underground!
Kevin Diass

quickly cultivating a large audience
at each performance in part due to
the
instant catchiness and wit of the
Savannah has aunique scene
songs
and the fact that Keith Kozel
going on. There are mainstream
is
a
consummate
performer who is a
acts that come plowing through
spaz
in
the
best
way
possible that is
town (see: Ben Folds, John Mellenso
entertaining
to
watch.
It is never
camp, ZZ Top, and any number of
the
same
show
twice,
and
it
isalways
country music stars that I know ab
worth yourtime tocheck out the new
sound—just like
the old sound.
The other
underground art
ist is not, in fact, a
Savannah native.
But, no one cares
because he is one
of the most in
teresting and fun
performers to wit
ness. Dan Deacon
is electronic. His
music is electrify
ing. There is a dif
ference. One man
and a computer,
some effects ped
als, a keyboard or
solutely nothing about), but there is
also a plethora of underground art two and a lot of energy. This is his
ists workingtogether and combining second time returning to Savan
music, visual art and performance nah in less than two months, and
art a11 into inventive and creative judging from the reaction at his
combinations. Two such acts are last show, there is good reason to
earning to downtown Savannah believe that this one will be packed
full if word gets out. Desoto Row,
this week.
Since the 1970s there has in the Starland design district just
been a weekly backyard barbeque off Bull Street near the intersections
th
st
featuring someof the most livelyand at 40 , 41 and Maupas Roads, has
interesting music in town. Anyone been experiencing a renaissance of
can show up, but you have to be in sorts lately. The row of galleries is
home toinstallation pieces, photog
the know to do so. Until now.
Thurs., Aug. 25, 2005 at 8 p.m. raphy exhibitions, and all kinds of
The Foxedos—Keith Kozel (of art imaginable; so it follows natu
Gam and Superhorse) along with rally that an offbeat performer with
Ricardo Ochoa and Sebastian Ed influences ranging from the Beastie
wards—bring that same backyard Boys and Beck to German experi
hobo barbeque to the stage of your mentalists Faust would feel right at
local wildly pretentious coffee shop, home.
I had the privilege to catch
the Sentient Bean. Kozel and com
pany will choose one lucky local Dan Deacon's last performance in
songwriter or songwriters to have Savannah, and I walked away say
their songs warped, morphed and ing "this is the single coolest thing
transmogrified into anti-folk ex I've ever seen." I mean, the man
plosions of sound. Using brushed called a shout-out to a cockroach
and muted drums, acoustic gui- Jus* before the police came to
tars, mandolin, theremin, bass
Yes, watch. Unfortunately,
and keyboards, The Foxedos have half the crowd left for fear of being
expanded the sounds beyond the "arrested" or"incarcerated," but the
restrictions of s imple "freak-folk" friendly police officers just watched,
or "anti-folk"—which takes a folkie then asked everyone to leave onceit
songwriting approach with the was over. Just as simple as that.Art
modern twist of b lack humor and is unifying, is it not?
urban sensibilities lacking in tradi
tional folk music—into much more Keith Kozel and The Foxedos:
lush and interesting things. The Thurs., Aug. 25, 2005 @ 8 p.m.
songwriters they have chosen have Sentient Bean on 13 E Park Ave.
ranged from Pavement-obsessed in 232-4447
$2
donation
die rockers to the lead singer from a Admission:
local metal band. The Foxedos have
been taking the stage there on the Dan Deacon: Sat., Aug. 27, 2005 @
fourth Thursday of every month for 8 p.m. Desoto Row, in Starland dis
th
st
quite some time now, and with the trict off of Bull Street near 40 , 41
price^of admission being only a re and Maupas Roads. 447-0011
quested two-dollar donation, they're Admission: FREE
Staff Writer
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AASU's sci-fi club presents
Antonio Burits
Staff writer

movie lilt pnid homnge to clnssic
monster movies he had watched as
a child. In Deker's gothic universe,
Dracula has awakened and gath
ered the
minions
of dark
ness to his
side: The
Mummy,
T h e
Wolfman,
The Crea
ture form
the Black
Lagoon
and Fran
kenstein's
Monster.
Dekerhad
assem
bled a diabolical force that reflected
the movieindustries larger-than-life
monsters from the early black and
white cinematic era.- The Monster
Squad makes a good use of juxtapo
sition by having the protagonists of
the film be children. The children
represent the innocence of society
and also how society tries to deny
that there is a darker side to exis
tence. Deker then expertly takes his
antagonists and makes them as vil
lainous as possible. Deker wanted
the viewers to see how evil Dracula
could be and how the Wolfman and
Frankenstein's monster are not just
2 dimensional cutouts, but have
feelings. The Monster Squad is a
movie that never caught on because
it was before its time. It is a good
movie that had dark overtones, in a
decade of denial in which children
were supposed to be simple, smiling
caricatures.

The 8o's was a magical time for
the movies; the decade gave birth
to many legendary movies, movies
that even if you did not see them you
knew of them: Star Trek: Wrath of
Khan, Star Wars: The Empire Strikes
Back, The Indiana Jones trilogy and
The Goonies. That decade also had
it share of movies that for reason or
another never caught on to become a
commercial success, perhaps due to
content or
poor mar
keting: The
Monster
Squad falls
in this later
category.
Armstrong
Atlantic
State Uni
versity's
Sci-Fi/ Fan
tasy Club
presents
on Tues
day, Aug.
30, 2005 a double feature of The
Goonies and The Monster Squad.
The Goonies, is the ambitious
creation of director Richard Donner. Donner, being a friend of Ste
ven Spielberg, was asked to head
a project that was a light-hearted,
family-oriented adventure movie.
Spielberg was the executive pro
ducer of the film and with the aid
of Donner helped form a movie
that was an action adventure that
paid homage to Spielberg's Indiana
Jones series. Donner's film was not
groundbreaking, but it was enjoy
able to watch and was highly politi
AASU presents The Goonies and
cally correct for the time.
The Monster Squad Tuesday, Au
In 1987, Fred Deker headed a proj
ect tofilm The Monster Squad alsoan gust 30, 2005 at
8:00 p.m. in University Hall Room
action adventure with young teens.
156.
Deker went about the film far differ
ently than Donner. Deker created a

Tun and Useless Pacts for your
Entertainment and
Pleasure
-The Shark is the only fish to that can blink with both eyes.
Winston Churchill was born in a women's bathroom during a
dance.
Ramses Brand Condom is named after pharaoh Ramses II, who
fathered over 100 children.
A cat's urine glows under a black light.
Butterflies taste with their feet.
If you yelled for 8 years, 7 months and 6 days, you would have
produced enough sound energy to heat one cup of coffee.

Zag brings us "Plastic"
Matt Pozorski
Staff writer
For those of you that don't know,
Armstrong students are active in
Savannah's art community. Ev
eryone, meet Zagros Memarmakhson. Please call him Zag. Zag is a
transfer student in his second
year here at Armstrong Atlantic
State University and has recently
changed his major to Art.
His mixed-media show "Plastic"
will be featured in the Desoto Row
Gallery from Sept. 2 thru Sept. 8,
2005. Zag says he has made "Art

everyone can associate with", anc
that his work is "more about beaut;
than feelings." He has used plastic:
and various found objects including
photographs to create lightboxes anc
functional objects that the viewer car
relate to. Zag
says his art is recyclable and is "fron
the public, for the public." The recep
tion for Zag's show "Plastic" will b<
Fri., Sept. 2,2005 at the Desoto Rov
Gallery, 247 Desoto. Please call 236
4421 for more gallery information
Get down there to support Zag anc
AASU's growing art community.

Creepy cinema
Karen Harrell
Copy editor
Kaneto Shindo's Onibaba
(1964) tells the tale of two
women surviving the toils of war
the best way they know how. The
women are a family of sorts; the
elder woman (Nobuko Otowa)
is the mother of the younger
woman's (Jitsuko Yoshimura)
husband who is off fighting the
war. The dynamic between the
women is tense because the
mother is bent on keeping her
daughter-in-law by her side
at all costs. This dynamic is
complicated by the return of
Hachi (Kei Sato), a friend of
the missing son. Hachi quickly
.latches on to Yoshimura's
character in an effort to prolong
his own survival through
procreation.
The horror becomes evident
early in the movie through the
setting. The three survivors
reside in a field of reeds that
creates an eerie backdrop
through sound effects and
visuals. Later, Otowa, in a fit
of desperation, kills a samurai
who asks her for directions out
of the labyrinthine field. The
samurai is wearing a demon
mask designed to ward off
would be attackers, much as the
Gauls once painted themselves
blue to scare Caesar's army. The
mother uses the mask to scare
her daughter-in-law away from
Hachi's hut. However, the mask
becomes grafted to her face,
showing that she truly becomes
a Devil Woman.

Shindo satisfactorily creates a
macabre tale through the parallel
of war between emperors in
Kyoto, which he shows with the
battle between the mother and
Hachi over the young woman.
Furthermore, he taps into the
psychological horror of survival
by centering his film around
characters who literally kill for
food; the women wait in the reeds
for unsuspecting soldiers, taking
advantage of the fighters' fatigue
and absorption in the fight. An
interesting side character comes
into play when the women sell
the ill gotten goods: Ushi (Taiji
Tonoyama) is a black marketeer
of sorts who promises the mother
extra food in return for sex. his
characterization of the troll-like
war profiteer who lives in a cave
is another great parallel to the
hole where the women dump the
bodies of fallen soldiers.
All-in-all, I thoroughly enjoyed
this film for many reasons. First,
the story is rich, yet minimalist,
which Shindo carries through his
minimal visuals. Dialogue is at a
minimum, but it is quite effective
in alienating the audience, as
good horror dialogue should. The
actors use perfect facial language
to convey their psychological
states. Finally, the score is jagged
and screechy, even more so than
typical horror scores, which
mimics the sound of the wind
through the reeds. I highly suggest
running to the nearest video store
and renting this flick, if only to see
a movie make in 1964 that seemed
so relevant to our times.

Arts and Entertainment

AASU Artist's corner

every day i
search for the one
girl who i can give mv life to
and every night i find her
right where 1left her
in my dreams

Your love...
It's like a cigarette
The more you exhale
The more I breathe in
Deeply and completely
Until I almost suffocate

and when i wake
up in the morning
i understand why the sun
can only take sitting still for so long
before heading back to sleep
to make way for the moon
but i still
dont understand
how you can kiss me
and strip me of my clothes
soaking wet from discovering angels
the freshly fallen snow of your front yard
only to kiss me goodbye nine short hours later
as i board a 747back to the Georgia Sun
and you somehow forget all about me
in the midst of a time difference
that keeps me up one extra
hour past happiness
to pretend i can
sit and watch
the sunset
fade with
you

You're in the air
All around
No matter how hard I t ry
Not to breathe you in
I can't subside
You are there
You won't leave me alone
You follow me where
I go

immsm

Is this love suffoci
Or is it of a higher power
Filling me with the toxins
That is needed to survive
I'm not sure
But I know I don't
Want it to stop
Your love...
~ Amy

John Stock'
Missalette

deliver us

Department of Art, Music &

FEBRUARY 3
G UE ST ARTIS T RECITAL.

Jady Grams

well,!
it gathers in pools
magnithat weight of words
can crush a soul
or send it home...
~ ditrie
*

in a tattered, swollen box

poet is an engineer

from evil,

who takes intangible
stuff

with its crusty, cloven-toed
hooves.
ARMSTRONG ATLANTIC STATE I

ink.

protect us from all anxiety

with precision and with
aptitude

that sweaty, drunken curse.

and quite the exhausted
huff

grant us peace

presents the .answer,
free and clear -

in the quiet, silver spaces
snatched away
in our day.

until we've had
enough...
i bow to thee, in grati
tude.

-ditrie
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Editorials
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New department Letter to the editor
head rocks my
world

Transitions are difficult; no one
really disagrees with this concept.
However, as an English major, I
am consumed with the very idea of
change and how it affects human
life. In the short time we've been
in session for the fall semester, I've
found out that change can be both
difficult and immensely rewarding,
thanks tothe new Language, Litera
ture and Philosophy (LLP) depart
ment head, Dr. DavidWheeler. This
man, in a word, rocks.
Many would ask, "Karen, how
does this monumental changing of
the guard really affect your life in
the grand scheme of things?" Well,
my answer is simple: Dr. Wheeler
actually cares about each student.
He takes the time to speak to us as
aumans with brains, regardless of
our academic backgrounds. He has
faced multiple startup week crises
with a levelheaded coolness that has
spread like wildfirethrough both in
coming and returning students. He,
with his team of assistants Leona

Avey, Kathy Uhl and Stephanie
Roberts, has made the beginni
ng of
the semester assmooth as humanly
possible, considering the massive
attendance jumps and the restruc
turing of the LLP department.
I wouldlike tothank Dr. Wheeler,
Ms. Avey, M s. Uhl and Ms. Rob
erts for making our first week as
well-organized as possible. I would
also like to extend a welcome to
students from all majors to thank
them, preferably in person. In es
sence, the LLP department has
thus far ensured that, even with
a growing campus, students have
yet to become faceless numbers in
the crowd.

Karen Harrell
Copy Editor

The Inkwell

News Editor
Chris F Jowieki
Advisor
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The northeastern and western parts
of the country will find their regional
averages much higher, while the
south, and southeast will find those
averages lower (as will be the cost of
living). Further, students do not real
ize when they see statements such as
"will earn" that the figure will also
a be function of the educational
discipline they choose (ie; teaching,
nursing, computer science, econom
ics, etc.) The averages in those pro
fessions can differ dramatically. And
entry-level positions will pay lower
than the average wage when those
who have twenty years experience
are averaged into the equation. All
of these issues must play into the
information being disseminated, so
that expectations are not set unrealistically. It can be very disappoint
ing for college graduates to expect
to make the same salary that their
parents are making upon graduation,
only to find that they have been lied
to. What is important is to focus on
the statistic that got overshadowed
by the quoted dollar figure.. .college
graduates (over their lifetime) earn
25% more than non-graduates. That
is the reason to stay in school.

The thrill of college

Editor in Chief
Copy Editor
kilirn I Ian I'll
A & E Editor
Amy Covington
Advertising I-ditor

Dear Editor,
I write regarding your editorial
column The Drop Out Rate (Ink
well Aug. 18, 2005). The initial
statement, "Students who drop out of
college will earn $30,400 per year"
is inaccurate and misleading. I often
hear new college graduates complain
that they have been unable to find
employment for more than $18,000
or $20,000 a year to start. The pre
viously mentioned quote lends an
impression to the newly employed
that they are being undervalued.
Things being how they are, "sound
bites" such as this arecreating a false
impression of income levels in the
job market. That $30,400 is anaver
age, meaning that some make more
and some make less. Further, that
average includes everyone without a
college degree that is employed, not
just the newlyemployed "drop outs".
Any young person just starting out
in the job market should not expect
to earn what someone earns who has
been working for twenty years. The
quoted statement implies that any
one who does not finish college can,
nevertheless, expect to earn a salary
of $30,400...and that is simply not
true.
It should also be noted that that
dollar figure is a National average.

For over the pastweek, I have noticed something I have never seen efore;
b
students are getting involved. It may be my imagination, or it could be re
ally happening. Being involved is part of the thrill of college. It does not
have to be an organization; it could simply be going to events or sitting in
the coffee shop. Being involved in college life can help you become more
confident, develop leadership skills and graduate. I understand that many
students do not have the time to go to events or hang out around campus
because of work. I highly suggest the next time everyone has a free day,
notice what Armstrong Atlantic State University has to offer.
Tara Gergacs
Editor-in-Chief

EXPRESS YOUR OPINION WITH A LETTER TO
THE EDITOR!
E-mail the Inkwell editor at
Inkwell@mail.armstrong.edu.

Surface imperfections may
lead to more advanced
security measures

Ndtiovuxl Pcn^htllnvcic Cowftrtvu>&
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Megan Leggett

Columnist

Physicists in the United Kingdom
now say that almost all surfaces have
microscopic im perfections, includ
ing items suc h as paper, cardboard
•and plastic. A portable laser scanner
is capable of reading these imper
fections' "fingerprints," thus creating
the possibility of eventual elimina-
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Another issue is security.
%
Would it be possible for manufac *
turers to manipulate their products in
such a way as to copy one product's
imperfections onto others? No.
¥
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tracking
the
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*
to prevent fraud.
Scientists also discovered that it is surfaces is quite plausible and if so, ft
*
still possible to recognize the finger it may be feasible to save billions of
prints on a sheet of white paper after dollars on security measures. Rus
subjecting the paper to water, intense sell Cowburn, a nanotechnology pro
fessor at Imperial College London,
heat and other such tests.
sums it up with, "The beauty of this
I was initially skeptical of this
discovery because of the possibil system is that there is no need to
modify the item being protected in
ity of two surfaces having the same any way with tags, chips or ink—it's
fingerprint; however, research scien as if documents and packaging have
istian
tists report that the likelihood of two their own unique DNA. [...] This Erin Christian
pieces of paper having an identical makes protection covert, low-cost, Columnist
fingerprint is less than 1 in 1027 and simple to integrate into the manufac
on ev en smoother surfaces only 1 turing process and immune to attacks
This weekend is a great one for at 8 p.m. The trio specializes in
jazz
fans. At 9 p.m.on Fri., Aug. 26, "free jazz," a style developed in the
against the security feature itself."
young jazz trumpeter Alex Nguyen 1950s and 1960s pioneered by art
will be joined by bassist Paul Sikivie ists such as Ornette Coleman, Cecil
and drummer EricVaughn atJazz'd Taylor, Albert Ayler, Archie Shepp,
Tapas (52 Barnard St at the corner
Bill Dixon and Paul Bley. Some of
of Broughton and Barnard). The the best known examples are the
Alex Nguyen Trio will be playing later works of John Coltrane.
in a colorful, industrial,jchic envi
The lead musician, Kieran Daly,
Restaurant
ronment, surrounded by a myriad is only 15years old and plays a fiveof eclectic art gracing the walls. string mandolin in the trio. Daly is
Jazz'd Tapas, the progeny of Brian known from the Low Country Boil
Neighborhood & Bar
and Julje Curry, offers a diverse
Bluegrass Band and their album
menu with everything from BBQ Break Me Off Some Bluegrass, fea
Are you interested in a promising career in a fun,
Ribs with Apple Slaw to Calamari turing Vassar Clements. Delbert
friendly & casual, atmosphere?
with Sweet Banana Peppers. To Felix is on upright bass and has
Applebee's is RE-OPENING SOON on Savannah Mail Blvd!
go out and support an emerging worked with jazz legends such as
young jazz trumpeter, there can be Branford Marsalis, Don Cherry and
no place in Savannah that equals Joe Henderson. Daly's older brother
We have rebuilt our Savannah Mali Blvd lo cation from the ground up.
the experience Jazz'd Tapas offers Gavan Daly is on drums and has re
NOW HIRING
its patrons. For more informa cently returned to the southeast af
Bartenders * Cooks * Dish Washers • Hosts
tion on Jazz'd Tapas and their live ter working in New YorkCity with a
Servers • Carside Specialists
music events in the future, visit range of artists from the New York
www.jazzdsavannah.com.
Philharmonic toMaiy J. Blige. Both
Applebee's team members enjoy competitive wageswith great benefits,
Should that concert alone not concerts this weekend are free ad
flexible scheduling & real advancement opportunities.
suffice to wet your appetite for live mission and feature talented young
Apply In person, Mon thru Sat, 8ara-6pm
music, Sat., Aug. 27, The Kieran
musicians with their own unique
480 Mall Blvd irt S avannah
Daly Trio will be playing at The sounds and styles.
Sentient Bean (13 E. Park Street)
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Entertainment for
the impoverished
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Free checking and other free stuff. At least that's a no-brainer.
SunTrust is offering free checking to Armstrong Atlantic University students. And since
we know you like free stuff, we're also offering you free internet Banking, free SunTrust

m

ATM u se, a free savings account, 24/7 personal service by phone, and we 11 give you a free
T-shirt just for opening an account. To see how SunTrust can help you, stop by your local

uUlMlKUbl

branch, call 800.SUNTRUST or log on to suntrust.com/studentbanking.

suntrust.com

SunTrust Sank, Mamber fOiC C20O5, SunTrust Banks, Inc. SunTrust Is a faJeraMy fesist«?s<! service mark of SunTrust karats, Int. sga 12171.05
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September 8,2005 at 7 p. m.
Wiikn:
MCC Room 204
Wiikkk:
M<>kk !*«>:. Contact Michael Simmons at 912354,3120

